
Resources Department
Town Hall, Upper Street, London, N1 2UD

AGENDA FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND REGENERATION SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE

Members of the Environment and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee are summoned to a 
meeting, which will be held in Committee Room 4, Town Hall, Upper Street, N1 2UD - 
Islington Town Hall on 16 March 2020 at 7.30 pm.

Enquiries to : Ola Adeoye
Tel : 020 7527 3044
E-mail : democracy@islington.gov.uk
Despatched : 8 March 2020

Membership Substitute Members

Councillor Dave Poyser (Chair)
Councillor Roulin Khondoker (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Tricia Clarke
Councillor Paul Convery
Councillor Phil Graham
Councillor Mouna Hamitouche  MBE
Councillor Clare Jeapes
Councillor Gulcin Ozdemir
Councillor Caroline Russell

Councillor Nurullah Turan

Quorum is 4 members of the Committee

Public Document Pack



A. Formal Matters Pages

1. Apologies for Absence

2. Declarations of Substitute Members

3. Declarations of Interest

If you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest* in an item of business:
 if it is not yet on the council’s register, you must declare both the 

existence and details of it at the start of the meeting or when it 
becomes apparent;

 you may choose to declare a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest that is 
already in the register in the interests of openness and transparency.  

In both the above cases, you must leave the room without participating in 
discussion of the item.

If you have a personal interest in an item of business and you intend to speak 
or vote on the item you must declare both the existence and details of it at the 
start of the meeting or when it becomes apparent but you may participate in 
the discussion and vote on the item.

*(a) Employment, etc - Any employment, office, trade, profession or 
vocation carried on for profit or gain.

(b) Sponsorship - Any payment or other financial benefit in respect of your 
expenses in carrying out duties as a member, or of your election; 
including from a trade union.

(c)  Contracts - Any current contract for goods, services or works, between   
 you or your partner (or a body in which one of you has a beneficial 
 interest) and the council.

(d)   Land - Any beneficial interest in land which is within the council’s area.
(e)   Licences- Any licence to occupy land in the council’s area for a month 

   or longer.
(f)    Corporate tenancies - Any tenancy between the council and a body 

   in which you or your partner have a beneficial interest.
 (g)   Securities - Any beneficial interest in securities of a body which has a 

place of business or land in the council’s area, if the total nominal value 
of the securities exceeds £25,000 or one hundredth of the total issued 
share capital of that body or of any one class of its issued share capital.  

This applies to all members present at the meeting.
 
 

4. Minutes of Previous Meeting 1 - 8

5. Chair's Report

6. Order of Business



7. Public Questions

For members of the public to ask questions relating to any subject on the 
meeting agenda under Procedure Rule 70.5. Alternatively, the Chair may 
opt to accept questions from the public during the discussion on each 
agenda item.
 

B. Items for Decision/Discussion Pages

1. Behaviour Changes - Introduction to Applied Behavioural Science and its 
impact in local government

2. Work Programme 2019/2020 9 - 10

C. Urgent non-exempt items (if any)

Any non-exempt items which the Chair agrees should be considered 
urgent by reason of special circumstances. The reasons for urgency will 
be agreed by the Chair and recorded in the minutes.
 

D. Exclusion of press and public

To consider whether, in view of the nature of the remaining items on the 
agenda, it is likely to involve the disclosure of exempt or confidential 
information within the terms of the Access to Information Procedure 
Rules in the Constitution and, if so, whether to exclude the press and 
public during discussion thereof.
 

E. Confidential/exempt items Pages

F. Urgent exempt items (if any)

Any exempt items which the Chair agrees should be considered urgently 
by reason of special circumstances. The reasons for urgency will be 
agreed by the Chair and recorded in the minutes.
 

The next meeting of the Environment and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee will be on 29 
June 2020
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London Borough of Islington

Environment and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee -  4 February 2020

Minutes of the meeting of the Environment and Regeneration Scrutiny Committee held at 
Committee Room 4, Town Hall, Upper Street, N1 2UD - Islington Town Hall on  4 February 
2020 at 7.30 pm.

Present: Councillors: Poyser (Chair), Clarke, Convery, Khurana, Jeapes 
and Russell

Councillor Dave Poyser in the Chair

334 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE (Item 1)
Apologies were received from Councillors Khondoker and Hamitouche.

335 DECLARATIONS OF SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS (Item 2)
Councillor Gill substituted for Councillor Hamitouche.

336 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST (Item 3)
There were no declarations of interest. 

337 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING (Item 4)

RESOLVED: 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 13 January 2020 subject to the correction 
be confirmed as an accurate record of proceedings and the Chair be authorised to 
sign them.

Matters arising -

In response to a suggestion of replacing council building roofs with solar panels 
when due for repairs, members were advised that any low carbon emission 
measures would be part of the Council’s zero carbon strategy. 

338 CHAIR'S REPORT (Item 5)
The Chair reported on announcements that day from the Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, 
meetings he had held since the previous meeting, and arrangements for the next 
Environment and Regeneration Meeting to which various interest groups would be invited. 
He welcomed Councillor Champion in her new role as member of the Executive

339 ORDER OF BUSINESS (Item 6)
The order of business would be as per the agenda.
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340 PUBLIC QUESTIONS (Item 7)
None

341 LIVING STREETS - PRESENTATION (Item B1)
The committee received a presentation from David Harrison of Islington Living 
Streets, a copy of which was interleaved with the agenda. 
The following points were highlighted:

 70% of households in Islington do not own a car, however Islington’s roads 
are vehicle friendly with the result that children no more play in the 
neighbourhood streets. 

 Although walking in the borough accounts for 42% of all trips, it is noticeable 
the increase in short trip journeys by cars, leading to high carbon emissions 
and air pollution. Resident inactivity results in high levels of obesity, social 
isolation and, worryingly, one of the worst child pedestrian casualty rates in 
western Europe.

 In order to address the above consequences, the meeting was advised of the 
need to reduce car use and alternatively provide more investment for 
sustainable modes of travel across the borough. The meeting was informed 
that Islington Living Streets welcomes Islington’s Transport Strategy.

 Members were advised of the 3 elements to any behaviour change 
programmes – (1) price mechanism, (2) bans and (3) making major 
infrastructure changes.

 Although public health messages are useful, their effectiveness in terms of 
behaviour changes is limited as such messages are dwarfed by the amount 
spent on advertising, especially by the motoring industry. 

 Evidence shows that employing price mechanism to address behaviour 
changes is welcome and effective. With the congestion zone and the Ultra-
Low Emission Zone there have been 13,500 fewer cars per day. Introducing 
car parking charges and the workplace levy will have an impact on car use. 

 The Meeting was advised that any proposal to ban vehicles in certain areas 
or roads is beneficial to the environment in terms of air quality/vehicle 
emissions and will result in an increase in walking and cycling and, 
importantly, reinvigorate town centres and shopping areas.

 Significant infrastructure changes have brought huge benefits to residents 
and the environment. The introduction of cycle superhighways and the 
pedestrianisation of town centres/shopping areas continually attract more 
walking by residents and visitors, especially as evidence shows that 22 % of 
all car trips made by London residents are under 2km.
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 Low Traffic Neighbourhoods (LTNs) will result in residents being active and 
increase life expectancy. David Harrison welcomed the council’s effort as over 
51,000 households in the borough are no longer living in areas with 
dangerously high levels of air pollution.

 Members were advised that despite resistance, improving a street for walking 
and cycling has resulted in an increase in footfall and has had no impact on 
businesses with the number of empty shops falling to 17%. Also evidence 
shows that cyclists and residents who walk to shops tend to spend 40% 
more than those who drive into these high streets.

 The meeting was informed that although traffic levels have fallen by 56% or 
10,000 fewer vehicles a day, there has been a slight increase in traffic on the 
two main roads bordering the LTN areas.

 In response to a question about lack of funds, David Harrison acknowledged 
the challenge, however noting that investing in low cost measures would 
transform neighbourhoods to low traffic areas. Measures such as introducing 
traffic-free streets with bollards or planters; ensuring connectivity across 
routess for pedestrians and cyclists and changing roads to become more like 
boulevards will go a long way. In addition, making pavements wider, 
introducing more crossings, closing side streets to motor vehicles, increasing 
the cost of parking while restricting the availability of parking, developing 
sustainable delivery/consolidation hubs to reduce number of delivery vans 
will go a long way changing the outlook of neighbourhoods and town 
centres.

 Members were reminded that most of the discussions around behaviour 
change and improving neighbourhoods and streets was not about its 
effectiveness but political fear which evidence shows has not being realised. 

 LTNs are noticeable around major cities, notably the super block in Barcelona 
and the Knip in Amsterdam. Lambeth, Camden, Southwark, The City of 
London and Tower Hamlets have proposals in place to introduce such 
neighbourhoods especially with the increase in awareness of benefits to 
resident in terms of air pollution reduction and road safety.

 In addition to economic benefits from LTNs, evidence shows improvement in 
the health of children living in the area in comparison to those who live out 
of the area. A member suggested that Islington’s Public Realm working in 
partnership with NHS would bring additional benefits.

 With regard to huge investment received by Waltham Forest, with funds from 
the Mayor of London and the transformation of that part of Waltham Forest, 
David acknowledged the lack of funds in Islington but advised that low cost 
measures such as placing bollards and planters, and removing roundabouts 
would transform neighbourhoods.
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 With regard to public resistance to LTNs, the meeting was informed that it is 
important to communicate with residents so that they understand the 
benefits and how LTNs impact their quality of life and public health.  

The Chair thanked David Harrison of Living Streets for his presentation and in 
particular for the clarity of his contribution. 
 

342 AIR POLLUTION UPDATE (Item B2)
Andrew Ford, Environmental Pollution Policy & Strategy Manager gave a 
presentation to the Committee, a copy of which was interleaved with the agenda, 
and responded to questions. The main points were as follows:

 Islington is designated an air quality management area.  Its N02 levels 
exceed the EU limits across in over 60% of the borough.  Air quality is 
monitored around the main roads especially in south of the borough and in 
and around schools. 

 Overall pollution levels are falling in the borough and are likely to continue to 
do so as a result of current actions, particularly as many of the actions to 
tackle the climate emergency dovetail in with the actions to reduce air 
pollution. However, the Council is keeping an eye on ‘new’ sources of 
pollution such as commercial cooking which has been highlighted in recent 
research.

 A combination of policies have been introduced at national, London-wide and 
borough level to influence air quality with the Government launching its new 
Environment Bill just before the General Election with a view to it coming 
back to Parliament on the 30th Jan 2020. The Bill will affect many areas that 
the committee deals with but in terms of air quality there are updates to the 
Clean Air Act and Smoke Control Zones as well as new powers around canal 
boats etc. There is much more of a focus on PM2.5 than previously and 
although the Council is currently meeting the UK/EU targets for PM2.5, this is 
not the case with the World Health Organisation limits

 The introduction of the Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) in April 2019 
resulted in a 30% reduction in N02 emissions. The meeting was informed of 
plans to strengthen the LEZ (Lorries, Vans and Buses) and ULEX by October 
2020 and October 2021.

 Further measures have been introduced in order to reduce air pollution and 
the Council continues to work with other boroughs, TfL, and the GLA to 
improve air quality. 

 Local programmes to mitigate poor air quality include the introduction of Air 
Text which forecast high pollution to enable subscribers to take action to 
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avoid exposure, air quality audits near schools, the promotion of walking and 
cycling, anti-idling events and car free days. The meeting was informed that 
Council officers are working in conjunction with the Whittington Hospital 
regarding Clean Air Hospitals.

 With regard to the Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) monitoring 
programme, a pan-London Project, members were advised that this relates 
to the use of heavy machinery, heavy construction vehicles and generators 
being used on construction sites as there is a recognition that it is a 
significant contributor to London’s air pollution.

 New pollution modelling released by the GLA continues to show that large 
parts of the borough do not meet the UK/EU pollution targets for NO2 
(Nitrogen Dioxide) and its air quality map particularly highlights that TfL 
roads are major sources of air pollution and they show high air pollution 
concentration. However, the modelling also shows that by 2025 the vast 
majority of Islington (and indeed London) will be meeting these limits (apart 
from some very small areas around some major road junctions most notably 
Kings Cross and the stretch of upper street from Angel station to Islington 
Green). This is largely due to the Ultra-Low Emission Zone expansion.
 

 Members were advised that results from the first schools Air Quality Audits 
are  to be released by the London Mayor. Officers are working with 
community groups to design and distribute a Schools Clean Air Toolkit. 
Islington Council will be expanding the monitoring of air quality outside 
schools. 

The Chair thanked the Air Pollution Manager for the update

343 ROAD SAFETY: VISION ZERO - PRESENTATION (TO FOLLOW) (Item B3)

Head of Traffic gave a presentation to the Committee, a copy of which is 
interleaved, and responded to questions. The main points were as follows:

 Vision Zero aims to reduce road danger, working towards the elimination of 
road traffic deaths and serious injuries by reducing the dominance of motor 
vehicles on London’s streets.

 London remains at the forefront of this approach, with the Mayor of London 
setting out his goal to eliminate all deaths and serious injuries from London’s 
transport network by 2041.

 Members were informed that achieving Vision Zero in Islington is set out in 
both the Mayor of London’s Vision Zero Action Plan and the draft Islington 
Transport Strategy. It supports promoting or introducing safe speeds, 
creating safe streets, introducing safe vehicles and changing behaviour. 
Members were advised that the Draft Islington Transport Strategy had been 
out for public consultation in the summer of 2019.

 With regard to safe speeds, the meeting was informed that the aim is to 
maintain a borough-wide 20 mph speed limit; working with the police to 
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enforce and raise awareness, and to continue to campaign for a change in 
legislation to allow local authorities to enforce speed offences and other 
unsafe driving which is presently the sole responsibility the Police.

 On the issue of safe streets, the Council aims to target action against the 
sources of road danger, including enforcing existing weight restrictions on 
Islington Roads. Other initiatives will include banning lorries and HGV’s 
weighing 7.5 tonnes or more; improving safety at dangerous junctions and 
seeking opportunities for transformational changes at key junctions.

 The meeting was advised that initiatives such as reducing the danger posed 
by lorries through the implementation of Direct Vision Standards for HGVs 
over 12 tonnes and gaining Freight Operator Recognition Scheme 
accreditation for the Council’s fleet will ensure that safe vehicles ply Islington 
Roads. In terms of safe behaviour, the Council will continue to offer free 
cycling training to all Islington residents including school children, and deliver 
school streets or similar interventions at all schools in the borough so as to 
encourage walking and cycling.

 In terms of implementing safe speeds, Islington is the first London borough 
to have 20mph speed limit on borough roads which is enforced by the police 
since 2014. Members were advised that although the Council has 19 fixed 
speed cameras in place to enforce the 20mph speed limit, it is only the police 
that can enforce any breach. Members were informed of the Mayor of 
London’s commitment to introduce the 20mph speed limit on all roads 
managed by TFL in Islington by 2024, which was to be welcomed Martijn 
Cooijmans said.

 Actions to implement safe streets include the removal of some of London’s 
gyratory road schemes such as the Archway gyratory, Highbury Corner and 
the Old Street roundabout. Members were advised that feasibility studies are 
presently underway in conjunction with Transport for London on the Kings 
Cross gyratory and the Nag’s Head gyratory. Additional initiatives to improve 
streets have been to implement 13 School streets in the borough with plans 
to consult on another 4. School streets involves temporarily closing roads to 
become a pedestrian and cycle zone during the school’s opening and closing 
times all to improve safety, reduce air pollution and encourage walking.  

 Members were advised of local safety schemes, where data collected will be 
used to address locations with the highest collisions. The Council is also 
undertaking parking reviews of junctions by removing obstacles so as to 
reduce collision and accidents to pedestrians and cyclists.

 With regards to enforcing the lorry ban, the meeting was informed that in 
addition to other initiatives planned, over 60% of Islington streets currently 
have width restrictions to deter large vehicles with a view that it will address 
safety concerns and prevent rat runs in neighbourhoods.

 A suggestion to remove the number of parking spaces, especially on main 
roads, considering the majority of collisions tend to occur there was noted.

 In response to a question from a member of the public that the Council’s 
language would need to be changed from Road Safety to Road Vehicle 
Reduction Team, the Manager informed the meeting that this change is 
reflected in the Transport Strategy. 
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The Chair thanked the Manager for his update on Council’s plans to address 
all incidents relating to road and pedestrian safety.

344 SCRUTINY REVIEW - ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIOURAL CHANGE - STREET 
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES (Item B4)
John Mooteealoo, Head of Street Environment Services (SES) gave a presentation to 
the Committee, a copy of which is interleaved, and he responded to questions. The 
main points were as follows:

 Members were informed that since 2005, SES in conjunction with Keep 
Britain Tidy’s ‘Great British Spring Clean-Ups, have organised community 
clean-up events.

 In addition to the above, key partners, council services and stakeholders 
including volunteering and faith groups have participated in various events 
around the borough which take place from March to April.

 The Manager informed the meeting that the Council’s Compliance Team 
continually engages the public reinforcing the messages of doing the right 
especially with litter disposal or dog fouling.

 The meeting was informed that the SES eam took part in a successful trial 
for reducing the anti social behaviour of chewing gum with a specialist 
Behaviour Change group. The campaign around transport hubs including 
Farringdon Station and a high street bus stop led to a reduction of gum 
littering by 48%.

 A tool kit developed by Mars Wrigley in partnership with a social enterprise 
called ‘Behaviour Change’ includes a range of free and unbranded materials 
designed to tackle gum litter in the UK .

 Waste enforcement remains an important function of the Compliance Team 
who carry out enforcement actions and campaigns to reduce the antic social 
problem of fly tipping. In addressing fly-tipping the efforts of SES and the 
Compliance Team has helped alleviate the issue around some problematic 
hot-spot locations across the borough.

 Members were advised of a new trial named the ‘CSI Tape Pilot’ which 
commenced in February. SES have selected 5 sites known for incidents of fly 
tipping which will be cordoned with the CSI tape, leaving the materials in 
place for three days before it is removed.  The aim of the pilot is to look out 
for behaviour change around these fly tipping sites over a 12 month period.

 Members were advised that with regards to dog fouling incidents, a new trial 
has been launched within the St Georges Ward to tackle this anti-social 
problem. In response to a question on the effectiveness of the Keep Britain 
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Tidy’s  ‘ We’re Watching You’ poster, which is attached to every bin, the 
meeting was informed that evidence from other pilots had shown that it had 
led to a reduction in dog fouling.

 With regard to the image on the poster, a member welcomed the initiative 
and was interested in the outcome but was concerned that images like this 
with prying eyes could be traumatic especially to young people.

 In response to a request for more information on the success as a result of 
the Keep Britain Tidy’s ‘We’re Watching You’ poster, the Executive Member 
Environment and Regeneration agreed that it will be shared with the 
committee.  

The Chair thanked the Manager for his contribution.  

The meeting ended at 9.35 pm

CHAIR
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Active Travel Programme

Behavior Change 2020
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Our programme includes
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Bikeability and cycle skills
£132,000 (TfL)
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Bike maintenance

§ Dr Bike – 28 sessions, 572 bikes fixed

§ Maintenance classes – 6 courses, 30 participants

§ All About the Bike – 15 took part from target groups
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STARS
£72,000 (TfL)

§ 66 of 79 schools are 

engaged (84%)

§ 5 Gold schools

§ 1 Silver school

§ 33 Bronze schools

§ 27 engaged schools

In 2019/20 there were 

130 STARS activities: 

walking, scooting, cycling, 

public transport, smarter 

driving, independent travel, 

road safety, consultation, 

promotions, curriculum, 

fund raising and 

partnerships
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School Accreditation
2017/18

Active travel

2018/19

Active travel

The New 

North 

Academy 

Gold 71% 75%

Prior Weston 

Primary 

School 

Gold 81% 88%

St Joseph's 

Catholic 

Primary

Gold 62% 73%

Whitehall 

Park School
Gold 77% 82%

The Gower 

School
Gold 65% 54%*

*Hand up survey for 18/19 includes only the nursery
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School Streets

§ 13 School Streets

§ 17 more planned 

over two years

§ Air quality being 

measured at all 

Islington primary and secondary schools 
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Bike hangars

§ 223 bike hangars

§ 1,338 spaces

§ 3,350 applicants

§ 100 install in 2020-21

§ 100 install in 2021-22
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User survey 2020*

Before After

Never cycle 24% 3%

Never drive 36% 45%

*173 responses to date out of 734 users. Survey closes 31/03/2020.
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Cycle parking

§ In 2019-20 installed 150 new stands

§ Focused on increasing capacity

- outside schools

- outside train stations

§ 300 new spaces

§ Capacity (est.) 5,900

§ £27,000 to STARS schools
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Growing participation

Healthy Streets Officer

§2 days per week  

§Comms

§Engagement

§Events
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Try Before You Bike

Affordable cycle purchase scheme

§ Child’s bike £10/month

§ Adult bike £20/month

§ e-cargo bike £100/month

§ Launches late March
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Events 

§ Walk to Work Day – 3 April

§ The Big Pedal – 22 April-5 May

§ Walk to School Week – 18-22 May

§ Saddle and Sole – 14 June

§ Bike Week – 6-14 June

§ Clean Air Day – 18 June
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Events (continued)

§ Go Islington – 25 July

§ Cycle to Work Day – August

§ Car Free Day – 22 September

§ Bike to School Week – 23-27 September

§ Cycle September
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Dockless cycle hire

§ Bridge the gap of demand

§ Operators: Lime and Jump

§ MOU

§ 800 bikes

§ High usage

§ Draft byelaw
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Pilots 

§ Positive Spin

§ Ride Side By Side

§ STARSfor

- 3 estates

- 3 businesses

§ Homeless foodbank cargo bike project
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Questions?

David Shannon

Active Travel Manager

david.shannon@islington.gov.uk

www.islington.gov.uk/cycling
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ENVIRONMENT & REGENERATION SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

SCRUTINY TOPICS AND WORK PROGRAMME 2019/20

16 MARCH 2020

1) Scrutiny Review: Behaviour Changes – Witness Evidence
2) Work Programme 2019/2020

21 APRIL 2020

1) Scrutiny Review: Behaviour Changes - Draft Recommendations 
2) Bio-Diversity Action Plan  
3) Q3 Performance Report (2019/20)- Employment & Skills
4) Q3 Performance Report (2019/20) – Environment & Transport  
5) Work Programme 2019/2020

9 JUNE 2020

1) Work Programme 2020/2021
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